Title word cross-reference

$24.95  [Bal17, Kap17a].  $27.00  [Cra17].

1  [Her04b, Kra99b, Mor00b],  109  [Kru07b],  129  [Kas16],  1917  [Nei00],  1920s  [Whi04],  1920s-1950s  [Whi04],  1921  [Kur05b],  1928  [Kur15],  1930s  [Ert10a, Ert10b, Kri04, Rut12b, Vai05],  1934  [Myi15, Pip15, Hal07b],  1939  [Cea06, Mou02, Nat04, Sch00b],  1940  [Ing04a],  1940-kh  [Rob08],  1941  [Gel12a, Pon13, She13, Ava04, Del07, Her05, Pol10, She12c, Sny09],  1942  [Osg04],  1942-62  [Osg04],  1945  [Git20, McK15a, Rug16b, Bis10, Bra05, Kor10, Low08, Mas00, Rep12, Sha07a, Spr07, Sza10a, Wil03],  1946  [Ris15, Mar06a, Val08],  1947  [Ken13, Jol07],  1948  [Bor09, Cur07, Gat03, Gra05, Ken03, Kus03, Leb03, Mar07a, Nai02, Sny03a],  1949  [Dre05, Jon03, Mar12, Nai04, Nai08b],  1950  [Haj12, Dom15a, Thi14, Lee06a, Lev04, Rea06, Ros09],  1950s  [Ass14, Bor99, Cho10, Cly13, Dei13, Ka09, Ols18, Sha02, Zha06, Zin11],
Wat18, Hus00, Whi04]. 1953
[Hes13, Yor17b, Akt10, Bon07, Bru09, Din02, Lev07, Mad04, Mar06b, Mat04b, McDo, Nor00, Pec08, Por09, Sil04, VA12, Wen09]. 1954
[Wan17, Cog02a, Lar07a, Pru04]. 1955
[Dan16a, Kir16, Bra02a, Van02a, vD02]. 1956
[McC20, Ste20, Bor05a, Byr01, Joh06, Jon06, Sto06]. 1957 [Dei07, Mor06]. 1958 [Guz13, Zhu16, Ash10, Gar01a, Mil04a, Sha11]. 1960
[Haa16, Ban07, Kru04b, Lun10, Sil02, Sha07b, Whi11b, Zha02]. 1960s [Bus14, Din07, Jen17, Ols18, Ler15, McM16, Gar04b, Hen09]. 1961
[SS18a, Cha07a, Jon07, Lak11, Wet09]. 1962
[Col19, Car13a, Aro06, Coo04, Hes12, Sel02, Wys12]. 1963
[Mar20, Gre05a, Hus05, Lut06, Mil04b, Pen06, Sep01, Wil02, Wis00]. 1964 [MC14, Goo15, Goo17, Kul13, Kan12a, Sief06, SF11, Tau02]. 1965 [Kan15, Sav14, Vei14a, Ale09, Chu07a, Fis03, McM12a, Smi08, Ste10, Tse06, War08]. 1966 [Her03b, Cat08, Gan06, Law08, Sch05, Son02]. 1967
[Col15, Kal18, Nam13, Din04, Doc08, Fre07, Owe07, Tal11]. 1968
[Lar17, Cea09, Cha00, Eas10, Lew07, McA07, McA08, Mil17a, Pre11a, Rya08a]. 1969 [Dum20, Joh20b, Wai12b, Cal09, Sar05b, Sch10]. 1970 [Fer07, Tho11]. 1970s [Bun14, De20, Hus13, JE19, QG12, Zek19, Bur16]. 1971
[Gan16, Hel07, Wid05]. 1972 [Xia06, Cha14, Joh14b, Coh08a, Goi11]. 1973
[Cog12, Din14a, Sar16, Yos15, Cha04, Lew12, Nie03, Wes00]. 1974
[She14, Soa20b, Hat11, Van02b]. 1975 [Lat16b, Dav11a, Law01, Rai11]. 1976
[Cra13, Dav11b, Dom03, Nie05a]. 1979 [Wet17, Zha15]. 1980
[Chi14, Gra12b, Hut19, Kop16, Rug16c, Sim16, Cri10, Eva00, Eva07, Ged09, Pik02, Sny11, Sto07, Zie08]. 1989/90 [Rug16c]. 1990
[Ble16, Kub20, Alp09, Bru05, Bru08, Git07, Rus05]. 1991 [Dom15c, Rad16, Rei16, Vaj20, Cox02, Eva09, Gen04, Gil05, Hut01, Kar04, Wet11a, Wet11b]. 1992 [Pas03, Wet01]. 1995 [Lar02]. 1996 [Eng02]. 1999
[Val14, Die01, Per04, Sto05]. 2001 [Pen18].


3 [Kra99c, Kra05b].

40-kh [Odo02]. 44 [Cie07]. 47 [Ald07]. 49 [Sch02b].

5 [Gar02]. 53 [Van99].

60-kh [Odo02]. 61 [Ald08]. 62 [Osg04, Smi03]. 63 [Nue06]. 64 [Cou04]. 68 [Nie10a]. 68er [Mil17a]. 69 [And20, Spe18].
ägyptischer [Ste20]. Ahab [Eth05]. Ahern [Bur13]. Aid
[Bod08, Fer11, Gan06, Mid11, Sto14, Zha15]. AIDS [Sel19]. Air
[Her11a, Poc03, Ric07, Sha18, Wys18, Zal04]. Air-Atomic [Sha18]. Airlift
[Gra13a, Kuk13]. Airman [Pfa02]. Akteure [Huh20, Sch08]. al
[Bug18, Lei08]. al-Qaeda [Lei08]. al. [Din14b, Hus13, Pet18, Sta13, Yor20b].
Alamos [Nor09, Kru07b]. Albania [Meh11a]. Albanien [Las19]. Albert
[Huh20]. Albertson [HK20]. Alchemy [Len12]. Aldo [Dra06]. Alessandro
[McC20]. Alger [Kle16, Fet20, KLUK14, Mar09, Mar08a]. Algeria [Gif05, Mor06, Yor18].
Algerian [Gos08]. Algiers [CS07]. Alienation [Bak09]. Alied
[Kak16, Lütt16]. Alignment [Raj14, ŽC16, Geh05]. Alignments [HF14].
Alison [Jos20, Mac20b]. Alive [ST17]. Allcock [McP19]. alle
[Lar07a]. Allen [Pra14, Kho14, Kho14]. Allende [Gus10, HT19]. Alliance
[Bra05, Bro02a, Coh12, Kno20, Kuz16, Nau04, Pen06, Pud12, Rea11, Sch05,
Wis00, All14, Cur15, Dar12, Hug08, McK08, Siu16, Tro16b, Kap04, Kli05,
Von03, Zha12a]. Alliances [Mas02, Nue05]. Allianz [Nue06]. Allied
[Bre08, Fei10, Bor12b, Kou12]. Allies [God11, Bro02a, Sim04]. Allowed
[Fei10]. Alltag [War06]. Ally [Sae07]. Almost [Ele18]. Alone [Koc10].
Alpo [Mas19a]. Altered [Sch02c]. Alternative [Tum16]. Alternatives
[Sen16]. Aluminum [Mar15]. Alviandi [Key16]. Alyosha [Cob18]. Am
[Sci20, Bis11, Lar07a]. Ambassador [Kan10, Taa13, Wei04a]. Ambassadors
[Tei11]. Ambitions [Bla15, Va09]. Amicable [Cho10, Sch05]. America
[Ale07, Bar03b, Bel09, Bel13, Bro10, Bro04, Byr01, Dar15, Dar16, Dav09,
Dei14, Din02, Dom20, Dom08, Dom15b, Eva00, Gra13a, Hay99, Her99,
Law01, Lee06b, Lov10, Lov08, Mar06, Mat16b, Nau04, Nie10a, Nor07, Par13,
Pas03, Pen06, Poc03, Pru04, Rob20, Rus04b, Sau12, Sch02a, Sha08b, Sur13,
War08, Wat17, Wat18, Zei08, All14, Car99, Har19, Mar07c, McC14, Sho15,
Soa06, Yar09, Zim09, Bar20, Din13, Joh13a, Wei18, Whl12, Bal15, Bel11,
Boc06, Cog12, Duk02, Fin04, Gil06, Har11, Kau02, Lun04, McM05, Moy11,
Rem08, Sae07, War01, You12a]. American
[Alo05, Ans17, Bac09, Bai18, Bak09, Bel09, Bel12, Blu15, Bos15, Bro02b,
Bur16, Bur08, Cal06, Cal09, Che19, Cle07, Cob18, Cra17, Cri10, Dan10,
Dav12, Dei02, Die01, Din04, Din07, Din18, Dom07, Dom09, Dun17, Fer15,
Fcs07, Gar02, Gar01b, Gas06, Gen18, Gen17, Gle05, Gre10, Haa20, Hafl0b,
Her17, Her04a, Hoc16, Ho07, Hut20, Iri14, Jer11, Joh03, Joh14b, Kal12,
Kap14, Kau03, Ken05, Kir16, Kra04a, Lan10, Laz07, Len14, Lin15, Lon09,
Low04, Low06, Mad07, Mar07a, Mar08b, Mar07d, Mat04b, Mav18, McE03,
McP19, Mil06, Mur02, Nic12, Nin03, Nor10, Nor20, Nut02a, Osg04, Per04,
Pre17, Pud12, Rak15, Ram01, Rec17, Rep12, Rog15, Ros04, Rus04a, Sap03,
Sch02b, Sha18, Shl08b, She07, Sib11, Sin18, Smi07, Smi11]. American
[Sny17, Soa20a, Sto11, Sto06, Sza10a, Sza10b, The15, Usd11, Val08, Vau15,
Veil14b, Vit04, Wal07, Wal17b, Whi03a, Whi04, Whi11b, Whi15, Wil08b,
Win15, Wys12, Bor05b, Cho10, CKP05b, CKP05a, Dar12, Her13, Ing04b,
[Byr01, Imm16, Ler04, Mar02, Nie11, Sel02, Bék16, Dra12a, HP17, Nie16a].
Blockade [Col19, Kip15, Kuk13]. Blöcken [Bis11]. block [Vaj20].
Bojkot [Kaz19]. Bolivia [Kuz16, Sie06]. Bolshevik [Hal07b, Kip03, Nei08]. Bolsheviks [Mou02, Sch00b].
Bolton [Bug15]. Bomb [Aft02, Gei12, Joc07, Kre07, Mal15, Mas00, Nor07, Nor08b, Que02, Sti06, vW19, Ker15, Her20a, Bar11a, Mad09, Nor10]. Bombers [Gra13a].
Bombing [Clo06, Her03b]. Bombs [Mad15]. Bonds [CK11]. Bonn [Sza12a, Spo12]. Bonnie [Spe14, Spe15]. Book [And20, Ans17, Bai18, Bal17, Bar20, Bit17, Bra16a, Brui16, Che18, Cob18, Cra17, Cri20, Dan16b, Din18, Dra18, Düm17, Edw16, Eng20a, Gal16a, Gan16, Gem18, Gil18, Gre20, Ham18, Har18, Hay17, Hay16, Her16, Her17, Her20a, Huh20, Hut20, Ing17, Jak16, Jer16a, Job17, Joh20a, Jos20, Kal16, Kap17a, Kas16, Key16, Kir16, Kno20, Kub20, Lar17, Lat16a, Lee20, Len18, Lic20, Luk17, Mac20a, Mac20b, Mar20, Mas16, Mat20a, Mav18, McC20, Moe18, Mue17, Nai16, Nam16, Nor20, Pai17, Pen18, Pet18, Rad16, Rec17, Rob20, Rub06, Rub20, Rug16a, Rug17, Rus16, Say17, Sch17, SS18b, Sen16, Sha18, Sim17, Sin18, Spr17, Ste18, Sul17, Usd20, Vaj20, Vill17, Wal17a, Wal17b, Wat17, Wat18, Wee18, Wet17, Wil17, Yor18, Yor20a]. Book [Zab16, Zuh16]. Books [Joh20a]. Boose [Stu15]. bor'be [Min19]. Border [Che20, Hof06, Nie10b, SX14]. Borderland [Sny07]. Borhi [Hut19]. Boris [Pip15]. Borisova [Mag14b]. Born [Har15]. Boskovska [Jak16]. Botschafter [Kan10]. Bottled [Bur17]. Bouchet [Sin14]. Boy [Hay15a, Nor20]. Boyadjieva [Val14, Yor17a]. Boycott [Soa13]. Boyd [Whi13]. Boyd-Barrett [Whi13]. Boys [Bra16a]. Bozo [Say17]. Bradley [Hay15a]. Bradsher [Dan14]. Brainwashing [Gen17, Sha08a]. Braithwaite [Gra12b]. Branch [Bur04]. Brandenburg [Nai02]. Brandt [Nie08]. braucht [Kar14a]. Braun [Neu11]. Brazil [Her04b, Her04c, PS20]. Brazilian [Her20b]. Brazinsky [Sin18]. Break [Cal02]. Break-up [Cal02]. Breakdown [HS15, Mav18, Smi03]. Breaking [Kho10, Kot17]. Breaks [Mun10]. Breakthrough [Pic16]. Breakup [Hal07a, Tum03]. Brendon [Haa20]. Brent [Nic12]. Brewer [Bel13]. Brewing [Lan20]. Brezhnev [Bit17, Dom05, Ell03, Roz03, BL10a, BL10b, Mue11]. Breznev [Gor01]. Brezinová [Huh20]. Bridge [Li18, Lum04, Nor20, Tol10]. Bridger [Roh17]. Bridoux [Cap14]. Brief [Jen03, Ste08]. Briefings [Bar19]. Brigades [Her12]. Bright [Her16]. Bringing [Log01]. Brink [Dei15, Kuk13, Sco09]. Britain [Cat05, Cro07, Doc08, Fr10, Gaa04a, Gaa15, Goo15, Kir08, Mur07, Bro08, Dee07, Hug08, Kra18, Mac06, Wys18, Cea09, Cox02, Dei14, Doc08, Hac03, Kna05, Owe07, Rua04, Sal06, Sha08b, Sta00, Wil03, Wym03]. British [Ald07, Cea06, Cha01, Dav11b, Düm17, Gar02, Joh11a, Kau03, Rab13, Ram07, Sch02b, Sha08b, Spr07, Zha06, Cor14, Goo10, Jon19, Mid00, Vic08, Ash10, Chu07a, Dei13, Eng07, Mur04, Wli02a, Cea17]. Broadcasting
[Cri99, Cri10, Cri20, Fal05, Haa13, Kom18, Pos19, Cri02]. Broadcasts
Brotherhood [CK11, Fel05]. Brothers [Pra14, Wis00, Zha15]. Brown
[Din13, Tum16]. Bruce [Eck19, Nam16, WF12]. Bruno [Hay16, Kra00].
Bryan [Sas14a], Bryn [Sco17]. Brzezinski [Ste15]. Buddhist
[Cat08, Law08]. Build [Pra17, Mit07]. Build-Up [Mit07]. Building
[Gav05, Hat10, Li18, Lum04, Nut02a, Pre11a, Svi16, Uel20, vH09, Tol10,
Fri04, Pik02, She14]. Buildup [Kom14, Wys18]. Bulgar [DS14].
Bulgarian [Bae16]. Bullitt [Mar07a]. Bundesrepublik
[Moe03, Pen18, Rie08, Mil17a]. Bundeswehr [Ban07]. Bündnis [Kra01].
Bündnispolitik [Sza07]. Bundnisses [Jon06]. Bunker [Wie07]. Bunkers
[Mar02]. Burgess [Har18]. Buried [Yor15]. Burke [Gil18, Kle16, Nor15].
Burnett [Dom15b]. Burning [Suh08]. Bury [Pra15a, Pra15b]. Bush
[Koc10, Lin11]. Business [Fav18, Kru04b]. Byrne [Yor18]. Byung
[Cli15b]. Byung-Kook
[Cli15b].

C [Aft13, Cul13, Kir16, Kuz16, Mar07a, McP19, Par13, Soa20a, Spe18]. CA
[Kap17a]. California [Lub11]. Call [Che10]. Callaghan [Haa20]. Calori
[Eng20a]. Cambodia [Cly01, Tur01, Ray20]. Cambodian [McA14].
Cambridge [Bal17, Hay11, Holl15, Holl10, Iri14]. Came [Nor15, Wea12].
Campaign [Joh14c, Mar02, Rid16, Sar05b, Se19]. Campaigns
[AEO2, Kap17b, Zak10]. Campbell [Coc15]. Camps [Git20, Tod17, Bero7].
Campus [Rom17]. Can [Koc19]. Canada [Her11a, Joh03, Mas11a].
Canadian [Ber15, Don05, Her17, Joc07, McK15b, Ste14]. Canal
[SM12]. Capitalism [Mag14a]. Capitalist [Zak10]. capovolta
[Gra07]. Captain [Eth05, Rob20]. Card [Bac02, Mar08c]. Cards [Kle16]. Carl
[Wall7b]. Carmel [Jer13, Jer16b]. Carnival [Kri05]. Carola
[Jos20]. Carrier
Carter [DeR17, Gre01, Haf08b, Soa13, BL10a, BL10b, Gue17, Njo02, Soa06].
Cartographic [Che20]. Caryl [Kag14]. Casbah [Mor06]. Case
[Col19, Dav11b, Dra06, Gil00, Goo05, Iat18, Luk01, Lyn16, Ped19, Sch16,
Tho08, Woh05, Zak18, Gar00b, Ped07]. Casey [Wea15]. Cash
[Wir13]. Castro [Pod14, Sco09, Tio14, Che07]. Casualty
[Mar02]. Cataclysm
[Son02]. Catastrophe [Chi04]. Catherine [Mck15a]. Catholic
[Sp10]. Catholicism
[Leu13]. Caucasian [Dan12a]. Caught
[Kom18, Kra04a, Lee12, Lak11]. Cauldron [Ass14]. Causes
[Tur01]. Caution
[Roh18]. Cautionary
[Bur10]. CCP [Rad17]. CDU
[Sch05]. CDU/CSU
[Sch05]. Ceausescu
[Wei04a, Bot17]. Cede
[Rug16b]. Center
[Kuk11]. Central
[Edg08, Gat03, Gra07, Hut19, Joh06, Ken03, Kra99b, Kra99c, KCG
17, Kus03, Lef03, Luo10, McC14, Odo06, Pas03, Pud12, Shl09, Sny03a, Soa06]. centrale
[Gra07]. Centrifuge
[Bur17].
Century
[Aki02, Dou06, Gor05, Her17, Mil06, Pet11a, Rut10, Spr17, Zei08, Bor12a,
Cea17, Cob18, Kal14, Rad14, Bur08, Dav11b, Kag05, Lib07, Roz11, Sch02c].
Certain
[Car17, Woh99]. Chair
[Par19]. Challenge
[Eng09, Hen09, Ir14, Ler15, Ser13].
Chambers
[Car17, Woh99]. Chair
[Par19]. Challenge
[Eng09, Hen09, Ir14, Ler15, Ser13].
Challenges
[Car17, Woh99]. Chair
[Par19]. Challenge
[Eng09, Hen09, Ir14, Ler15, Ser13].
Channel
[Lou16, RT13, Zub13].
Chapman
[Pr14].
Charap
[St18].
Charismatiques
[Mar16].
Charles
[Bru16, Mil15b, St15, Mor12, Kol15].
Charter
[Bug15].
Chase
[Joh14b].
Chasing
[Ham13].
Chast
[Val14].
Chatterjee
[Kur14].
Chaufour
[Sze19].
Chautauqua
[Eva07].
Che
[Rom17].
Cheddi
[Rab13].
Chef
[Kro12]. Chemical
[Lei08, Wal12a].
Chen
[Mat20a, Tay19].
Cherny
[Gr13a].
Cheung
[Ken13].
Chi
[Zha09].
Chief
[Aft20]. Chiefs
[Bro02a]. Child
[Ber15, Kro12].
Children
[Bal05, McM12b, Rub10].
Chile
[Ped19, QG12, You19b, Dra09, Gus10].
Chinese
[Dan10, Dit09, Lev04, Mat20a, Pai16, Pai17, Ros09, Zha15, Ber14,
Haj12, Knu10, yL09, Rad07, RTYD19, She20, SX14, Zha06, Dre05].
Chinese-British-American
[Zha06].
Chinese-Indian
[Joh14b].
Choice
[LSvdV04, Mid11, Rua04].
Choosing
[Ass07, Div00].
Chris
[Cha14].
Christian
[Kali14, Rug16b, Su17, Ped19, Neh11].
Christianity
[Kir08].
Christiansen
[McM16].
Christina
[Zhu20].
Christine
[Dom15c].
Christoph
[Mil17a].
Christophe
[Her16].
Christophers
[Ado08].
Chull
[Pal14].
Chung
[Ch15].
Church
[Men07, Joh13b].
Churches
[Bur19].
Churchill
[De15, Kir16, Bes07, Ram11b, Rob14].
Chushi
[McG06].
CIA
[Aft20, Bal15, Bel11, Bur13, Byr12, Cro00, Gar01a, Imm16, Joh11b, Kas16,
Lea01, Low06, Mc14, Myl12, Pra08a, Ric10, Ros17, Ros10b, Wh03a, Wh03b,
Dav04, Gas13a, Knu03, Lou11, Mc06, Meh11b, Mor13, Lit11a].
Cinema
[Wh02a, Wh13, You13b, Wei12].
Cinematic
[Sco17, Sha02].
Cinerama
[Mar15].
Circle
[M19].
Citizen
[Kal18].
Citizens
[Bai18, yL09, Sch01].
Cittadino
[Dra08].
City
[Clo06, Har12b, Kru07b].
Civil
[Bel02, Dan10, Hay13, Hor07, Iat05, Kar14b, Lev04, Mar13a, McM08, Mil13, Rin12, Ros10a, Ros05, Cur07, Gro02].
Civilian
[Wee18]. **Civilians** [Mat04b]. **Clandestine** [Eck07b, Kna02, Pra08a, Ris14].
**Clap** [Tay15]. **Clarence** [dL13]. **Clashing** [McA14]. **Class** [Göt08, ST17].
**Classes** [Jan08]. **Classroom** [Low04]. **Cleansing**
[Don15, Gat03, Ken03, Kus03, Lef03, Sny99, Sny03a]. **Cleanup** [Nor05].
**Cloak** [Hay06]. **Close** [Hay16]. **Closer** [Bor12a, DF07]. **Clouds** [Win15].
**Cloutier** [Hut20]. **Club** [Mar07a]. **Clune** [Usd16]. **CMEA** [De 20, Sto08].
**Co** [Nor15]. **Co-op** [Nor15]. **Coast** [Lea01, Her09]. **Cocktail** [Gun12].
**Coder** [Wir13]. **Coercive** [Coh12, JLBK17]. **Cohen** [Fri14, Sen16].
**Colby** [Low06]. **Cold** [Aro06, Bak09, Bal10, Ban06, Bar04, Bar07, Bel09, Bis04, Boc06, Bod08].
Bro04, Car13a, Car11, Cha08, Cha04, Cha14, Cha07b, Che08a, Che10, Chiu07b, Cle04, Cog02a, Cohl02, Coh08a, Coh08b, Cox02, Cri09, Cro00, Dan16a, Dan10, Dan12b, Dan15, Dan16b, Dar15, Dar16, DeR17, Deo07, Dei02, Dei14, Dei15, Diz10, Doh10a, Doc05, Dom15a, Dom20, Dom08, Dom09, Dom15b, Dra12b, Duk11, Dum17, Eck14, Eng20a, Eng20b, Fel05, Fle03, Fin04, Fot14, Fri10, Gaf11, Gal09, Gal16b, Gar00a, Gar10b, Gas06, Gen18, Gen04, Gen17, Ger14, Gif05, Gil18, Gil06, Gle05, Gol07, Goo15, Goo17, Gre08, Gro07, Gu13, Ha13, Haf08a, Haf08c, Ham15, Har08, Har12b, Hay03, Hay15b, Hay15a, Hei16, Hen09, Her16, Her03a, Her07a, Hes12, Hit16, Hut01].
**Cold** [Ing17, Jak16, Jer16a, Jos20, Kan12a, Kan12b, Kan15, Kap04, Kap10, Key16, Kir08, Kir09, Kle04, Kna02, Kre12a, Kre12b, Kru08, Kuk13, Kur05a, Lat08, Lat14, Lat16a, Lan00, Lep03, Lee06b, Lef12, Ler15, Lev10a, Lev10b, Lew12, Lib01, tL16, Lov10, Low04, Luk17, Lun04, Mad02, Mad04, Mad07, Mad08a, Mag14b, Mal15, Man13, Mar18, Mar06a, Mar08b, Mar12, 0Mav18, McM14, McP19, Mey11, Mik12, Mil20, Mil04a, Mit07, Moe03, Nau04, Nie12, Nie10b, Niu03, Nor15, Nue05, Off08, OB20, Osg04, Pai17, Pai05, Par09, Pec08, Pen06, Pet18, Pfa02, Poc03, Pol06, Por09, Pra14, Pra15a, Pra15b, Pra20, Pud12, Qua09, Rak15, Ram07, Ram01, Ram08, Ram11a, Ree16, Rei16, Ric15, Rie15, Rob10, Roh17, Ros10a, Ros00, Ros04, Rub20, Sal06].
**Cold** [Sap03, Sar05a, Sar16, Sar05b, Sar11, Sau12, Sch03, Sch20, Sch17, Sco17, Sel02, Sen16, Sha11, Sha06, Sha07b, Sib11, Sin18, Sny11, Soa09, Soa13, Soa20a, Spe01, Spe14, Spe15, St10, Str12, Str09, Tal99, Tay19, Te11, THol11, To11, Usd16, Val08, VA12, Ván10, Van99, Van15, Ver18, Vil16, Wei01, Wen09, Wet01, Whe06, Whi02a, Whi02b, Whi06, Whi08b, Whi11b, Whi12, Whi13, Whi14b, Win07, Wir13, Woo13, Yar09, Yor15, Yor19a, Yor20b, Yor20a, You12a, Zhu16, d08, Ane08k, ARN16, Bhu14, Bri13, Bro08, Buc17, Car09, Car17, Chu19, Cly13, Cri04, Cur15, DFK +20, Dun14, Eng03, Eng05, Ess15, Ev10, Fal20, Fav18, Fed17, FAM16, FM16, For20, For05, Fox09, Gar04d, Gel12b, Gho00, GKP2, GJP19, Gol06b]. **Cold**
[Goo10, Göt08, GD99, Gue17, Hal16, Har19, Hay00, HK20, HF14, Hop03, HT19, Ian18, Ing04b, JEE19, Jer01, Joh01, Kac02, Kap17b, Kap20, Kar14b, Kev19, KSR18, Knü20, Kon17, Kra18, Kra06f, Kra13b, KCG17, Kre07, Lei18, Li18, Lit10, Luk01, Luk07, Luk16, Lüt16, Lyn16, Mac06, Mad13, Mak17, Mak12, Mar02, Mar07c, Mar15, Mas02, Mat20b, May13, McG06,
McK08, McM06, Mei15, Mic17, Mod17, Mue13, Mue16, Nut02b, Odo06, Osg02, Pem16, Pip11, Pon01b, Pow16, QMLL16, Rad06, Raj14, Ray20, Rei19, Ria17, Ris14, RG15, Sac18, SS18a, Sch16, Sha01, Sha02, Sha12, SY17, She20, Shi13, Sny13, Sur01, TW05, Tho05, Tra09, Tro16b, Ula99, Wa13b, Woh99, Woh05, Wys18, Xia08c, Zak10, Zim09, Žuk19, vW19, Alo05, Bel02.

Cold [Ber15, Bra02a, Cha07a, Cri10, Cri20, Dan11, Duk11, Eva00, Fri02, Gal15, Gas90, Ger14, Haa05, Hei06, His13, Hus00, Jon07, KG11, Mac20b, Mar07d, Mas00, McO06, Mil15a, Mur07, Nam13, Ni03, Ros17, Rub20, Van02a, Wal07, Wei12, Whi14a, Whi15, Zie08]. Cold-War [Ram11a].

Colin [Har18, Kle16, Rab13]. Collaboration [Sha12, Spa14].

Collaborator [Ryd14]. Collapse [BL10a, BL10b, CA03, Ged99, Gra07, Jen17, KW07, Kni03, Kor07, Kra03a, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra04b, Kra05a, Mat04a, Rus16, Rus05, Sim17, Szp07a, Tai09]. Collapsed [Mou03]. Collateral [Zha12a].


Command [Dav09, Gal15, Her05, Odo06]. Commander [Pfa02]. Commemoration [Oli11]. Comment [Ho00, Mil00, Pas10, She03]. Commentaries [Ano08j, Bac11, BL10b, Gad13, Gre11, Lüt10, MS08, Nai12, NLM12, Rad12b].

Commentary [Apt08, Ell12, Esh08, Gar10a, Gar10c, Gra12c, Har12a, Hol12, Kam13, Kap12, Kol12, Lev08, Mat10b, Ros12, Rub12, She12b, Szp12, Wal12c, Whi08a, Xia08b, Zha12b]. Commission [Pos07, Wal17a]. Commitment [Eck07a, Lar11, Lom09, Zim09]. Committee [Bro6, Bri13, Cor14, Hei16, Lar07a, Joh13b, Hei16, Bra04, Rub06].

Common [Cob18, Her11a, Ket14]. Commonsense [Hay13].

Communication [Nie16b]. Communing [Kir08]. Communism [Bru16, Cal02, Dim08, Dou15, Fou14, Gor03, Hay15b, Ho108, Imm16, Jos20, KW07, Kle08, Kor07, Law07, Lew07, Mur05, Rob14, Rya10, Szp07a, Vár09, Whi11a, Ber14, Cho10, Dra04a, Dra04b, Dra10, Hay00, Kra03a, Kra04b, Kra05a, Kub07, Lyn16, Szp07b, Tho05, Van04, Zin11, Bug15, Joh20a, Cra03, Ell09, Hei06, McM08, Nei07, Pet11a, Rad11, Rya10, Tol03, Whi10].

Communist [Bro09, Buc17, Chi14, Fri10, Ger13, Gil18, Jan08, Joh14b, Kap10, Ken07, Lev10b, Rob10, Sch02a, Sha08b, Sil04, Sti10, Sto06, Ván10, vD12, Cor14, DS14, Gas19, Haj12, Iat05, Lany01, Ler04, yL09, Mar13a, Mar08c, Mat20b, Rad07, Sfi01, Szp10, Tra09, Whi07, Fis03, Wei02].

Communist-Bloc [Ler04]. Communist-Era [Szp10].

Communist-Inspired [Wil07]. Communists [Dom20, Ran12, For20, Hal16, Nj02, Vu19]. Communities [Bak09, Leu13].

Community [Cob18, Dei02, Doc08, Hur05, Kal16, Ka09, Ka09, Hay17, Lie12, Nor09].
Ano10a, Ano10b, Ano10c, Ano11a, Ano11b, Ano11c, Ano11d, Ano12a, Ano12b, Ano12c, Ano13a, Ano13b, Ano13c, Ano13d, Ano14a, Ano14b, Ano14c, Ano14d, Ano15a, Ano15b, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano16a, Ano16b, Ano16c, Ano16d, Ano17a, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Ano19a, Ano19b, Ano19c, Ano19d, Ano20a, Ano20b, Ano20c, Ano20d.

Control [Bot17, Cra13, Dav09, McD02, Ols18, Sha08a, Wal12a, Aft20].

Controversial [Mad15].

Controversy [Kra18].

Convention [Car17].

Conventional [Car17, Usd09].

Conversation [Nor05].

Conversations [Pos07, Tis15].

Convicts [Pip15].

Cooperation [Dom15c, Gel12b, Has13, HF14, Mid00, Ols18, Pec13a, Rea11, Ste02].

Coordinating [Bae16, God11].

Coordination [Mar02].

Copeland [Dre15].

Coping [Rai11].

Corina [Mac20b].

Corinna [Mac19].

Corporate [Fav18].

Corporation [Gho00].

Corps [Cly13, Hof20].

Correspondence [Dei07, Pip03, Spe18].

Correspondent [Dan10].

Costigliola [Sny17].

Costs [Moi03].

Cotton [Fer11].

Could [Cle00].

Couldn't [Moy11].

Council [Bur19, Lar07a, McC10, Nei14, Dra12a].

Counter [Kau09, Knit20, Mor06, Shi10].

Counter-Cultures [Shi06].

Counter-Terrorism [Kau09].

Countering [Imm16].

Counterinsurgency [Cra13, Kap17b, Lon11, Bur13, Rem08].

Counterintelligence [Fox09, Gro07, Hay03, Ric10].

Counternarcotic [Pen16].

Counterspy [Gro07].

Countries [Nil19].

Country [Buc17, Kar15c, Pac06, Vuj02].

Couple [Dun03, Gas13a, Get15, Gun15, Gus10, Hol05a, Mav18, Rad06].

Courage [Sha11].

Course [Eck19, Pra99].

Court [Ale08, Bel19].

Course-Martial [Bel19].

Countried [Yor19b].

Countris [Nil19].

Cross [HF14, Ket14, SX14].

Cross-Border [SX14].

Cross-Cultural [Ket14].

Cross-Curtain [HF14].

Crouse [Joh14b].

Critical [BL10a, BL10b, Gar10c, Lucl0, Mill02, Sch01].

Critique [Mor00a, Joc10].

Croatia [Git20].

Cross [HF14, Ket14, SX14].

Cross-Cultural [Ket14].

Cross-Curtain [HF14].

Crouse [Joh14b].

Crucible [Mil15a].

Crump [And20, Joh20b].

Crusade [Haa13, Sch02a].

Crusader [Low06].

Cry [She12e, She13].

Cryptology [Ste08].

Csaba [Vaj20].

CSCE
Dillon [Onu14].

Dimension [Dra04b, Mad13, Mag14b]. Dimensions [Dra10]. Dimitrov [Pon01a]. Dina [Bit17]. Dinh [Ass14].

Disarmed [Gly06]. Disarmament [Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b, Cog02a, Coh12, CKP05b, Cricket04, Dav11b, Din04, Diz10, Gar02, GP11, Han13, HTP +15, Her03b, JLBK17, Jos20, Kru07a, Mas00, Pai17, Pie16, Pon13, Qua14, RG15, Sau12, Sch17, Sny13, Sp012, Ste02, Szo10, Usd16, Wet01, Whi11b, Zub13, Cul13, Whi15, Del15, LUN04, Myl15, Ric12]. Diplomat [Mav18, Sto11, Taa13, Pfa02].

Diplomatic [Ass11, Bae16, Fre07, Gif05, O'D09, Rob02b, Rob14, Van11]. Diplomatie [Mar13b, Rug16c]. dir [Sze19]. Direction [Ald07, dS19]. Director [Low06].

Directorate [Whi03b]. Dirk [Fin13, Har12b]. Disarmament [Gly06]. Disarmament [Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b, Cog02a, Coh12, CKP05b, Cricket04, Dav11b, Din04, Diz10, Gar02, GP11, Han13, HTP +15, Her03b, JLBK17, Jos20, Kru07a, Mas00, Pai17, Pie16, Pon13, Qua14, RG15, Sau12, Sch17, Sny13, Sp012, Ste02, Szo10, Usd16, Wet01, Whi11b, Zub13, Cul13, Whi15, Del15, LUN04, Myl15, Ric12]. Diplomat [Mav18, Sto11, Taa13, Pfa02].

Diplomatic [Ass11, Bae16, Fre07, Gif05, O'D09, Rob02b, Rob14, Van11]. Diplomatie [Mar13b, Rug16c]. dir [Sze19]. Direction [Ald07, dS19]. Director [Low06].

Directorate [Whi03b]. Dirk [Fin13, Har12b]. Disarmament [Gly06]. Disarmament [Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b, Cog02a, Coh12, CKP05b, Cricket04, Dav11b, Din04, Diz10, Gar02, GP11, Han13, HTP +15, Her03b, JLBK17, Jos20, Kru07a, Mas00, Pai17, Pie16, Pon13, Qua14, RG15, Sau12, Sch17, Sny13, Sp012, Ste02, Szo10, Usd16, Wet01, Whi11b, Zub13, Cul13, Whi15, Del15, LUN04, Myl15, Ric12]. Diplomat [Mav18, Sto11, Taa13, Pfa02].

Diplomatic [Ass11, Bae16, Fre07, Gif05, O'D09, Rob02b, Rob14, Van11]. Diplomatie [Mar13b, Rug16c]. dir [Sze19]. Direction [Ald07, dS19]. Director [Low06].

Directorate [Whi03b]. Dirk [Fin13, Har12b]. Disarmament [Gly06]. Disarmament [Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b, Cog02a, Coh12, CKP05b, Cricket04, Dav11b, Din04, Diz10, Gar02, GP11, Han13, HTP +15, Her03b, JLBK17, Jos20, Kru07a, Mas00, Pai17, Pie16, Pon13, Qua14, RG15, Sau12, Sch17, Sny13, Sp012, Ste02, Szo10, Usd16, Wet01, Whi11b, Zub13, Cul13, Whi15, Del15, LUN04, Myl15, Ric12]. Diplomat [Mav18, Sto11, Taa13, Pfa02].

Diplomatic [Ass11, Bae16, Fre07, Gif05, O'D09, Rob02b, Rob14, Van11]. Diplomatie [Mar13b, Rug16c]. dir [Sze19]. Direction [Ald07, dS19]. Director [Low06].

Directorate [Whi03b]. Dirk [Fin13, Har12b]. Disarmament [Gly06]. Disarmament [Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b, Cog02a, Coh12, CKP05b, Cricket04, Dav11b, Din04, Diz10, Gar02, GP11, Han13, HTP +15, Her03b, JLBK17, Jos20, Kru07a, Mas00, Pai17, Pie16, Pon13, Qua14, RG15, Sau12, Sch17, Sny13, Sp012, Ste02, Szo10, Usd16, Wet01, Whi11b, Zub13, Cul13, Whi15, Del15, LUN04, Myl15, Ric12]. Diplomat [Mav18, Sto11, Taa13, Pfa02].

Diplomatic [Ass11, Bae16, Fre07, Gif05, O'D09, Rob02b, Rob14, Van11]. Diplomatie [Mar13b, Rug16c]. dir [Sze19]. Direction [Ald07, dS19]. Director [Low06].

Directorate [Whi03b]. Dirk [Fin13, Har12b]. Disarmament [Gly06]. Disarmament [Alp09, Bar18, Bor05b, Bur17, Cha04, Che08b,

Each [Lüt14, Pas10]. Eagle [Dom15b]. Early [Che07, Dum17, Goo10, Guz13, HTP+15, Joh06, Jos20, Kra18, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c, Kre07, Kuk13, Lef12, McM06, Neu14, Pem16, Pud12, Ria17, Sny13, Yar09, Zhu06, Zhu16, OB20, Ver18, Sib11]. Earth [BH17]. East [Ado08, Ash10, Ber04b, Ble16, Bru01, Bru10, Cal02, Cal07a, Chi04, Eng20a, Gar04a, Gat03, Ged99, Hut19, Ing17, Joh06, Jon03, Ken13, Ken03, Ken07, Kli05, Kna05, Kop16, Kru07b, Kub20, Kus03, Lak11, Lef03, Loe10, Nie03, Owe07, Oye14, Pai14, Pik02, Por08, Por09, Qua09, Ram11a, Rua04, Sar05b, Sel02, Sha07a, Sha08b, Shi09, Sny03a, Ste02, Thu11, Wes00, Yor19a, Zie08, vD12, Ban16, Bru03, Bus14, Cit14, Con12, Din10, Fri18, Geh05, Hal16, Han17, Her14, JE19, Jon08, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kra99c, Kra03a, Kra04b, Kra05a, KCG+17, Lor17, QMIL16, Rub02, Sas14b, Sel19, Sto14, Zhi00, Bal15, Blu15, Rad12a, Wat17, Joh07a, Par10, Qua04, Soa09, Sze19]. Eastern [And20, Arg04, Cal02, Chic14, Cri20, Ger14, Gor03, Gor05, Joh20b, Kuz19, Luc02, Mac20b, Nai10b, Wei14a, Zha02, Bor99, Nie16a, Oli18, Tra08]. EC [Ler06, Mor00b, Mor00c]. EC-121 [Ler06]. Eccentric [Dav12].

Echternkamp [Mac20a]. Ecocide [Bra14]. Ecology [Zie08]. Economic [Dra12a, For05, Han13, Jer00, Lev07, Mad13, McM15a, Per04, Rei16, SS18a, Sny09, Dre15, Pen06]. Economica [Nut10, Nut11]. Economics [Bod08, Dav07]. Economies [Sak06]. Economists [Eas10]. Economy [But05, Eng20a, Eng20b, Han18, Lef12, Lib09, Mad13, Mor00b, Mor00c, Cli15a]. Ed [Bit17, Cri20, Eng20a, Hei16, Huh20, Ing17, Jak16, Jer16a, Jos20, Las19, Mac20a, Mac20b, Mas19a, Mas16, Mol16, Par19, Pen18, Pet18, Rug17, Rug18, Sar16, SS18b, Soa20a, Spe18, Vih16, Yor19a, Your20b, Your20a, Zan16]. Eden [Dei07, Del15]. Edgar [The15, Whi13]. Edge [Luk16, Sme15]. edited [Bis13, Bis14, Bos15, B15, Chi14, Cli15a, Cli15b, Cog12, Cul13, Dap14, Dar15, Dar16, Din14b, Dom15b, Dre13, Duk13, Ger14, Hils13, Hils13, Kan12b, Kar14a, Kol14, Kip15, Kol15, Kol15, Kur14, Ler15, Mag14b, McM14, McM16, Mil17a, Pai14, Pét13, Qua13, Qua14, Rug16c, Sac14a, Sch13, Ser13, Sim14, Spe14, Spe15, Sta13, Ste15, Tum14, Vich14a, Woa13]. Editor [Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01f, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano02h, Ano02i, Ano04e, Ano08d, Ano08e, Ano08f, Ano09e, Ano09f, Ano09g, Ano09h, Ano10e, Ano10f, Ano10g, Ano10h, Ano11e, Ano11f, Ano11g, Ano11h, Ano12e, Ano12f, Ano12g, Ano12h, Ano13e, Ano13f, Ano13g, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano14h, Ano15e, Ano15f, Ano15g, Ano15h, Ano16e, Ano16f, Ano16g, Ano16h, Ano17b, Ano17c, Ano17d, Ano17e, Ano17e, Ano17f, Ano17g, Ano17h, Ano19e, Ano19f, Ano19g, Ano19h, Ano20e, Ano20f, Ano20g, Ano20h, Kra99d, Kra99e, Kra99f, Kra03b, Kra03c, Kra03d, Kra03e, Kra04c, Kra04d,
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I. [Hol09]. IAEA [Roh18]. Ian [Kho14, Mor13]. Iasi [Del07]. Ice [Wei01]. Icelandic [Ing04b]. Icon [Rob20]. Iconoclast [Mol16]. Idea [Lai08, Woh99]. Ideals [yL12, Sap03]. Idees [Ben05, CK13, For05, Jan08, Pra99, Tan05, TW05, Tho05, Woh05, Kol15]. ideelle [Moe03]. Identität [Mas19b]. Identities [Ste05]. Identity [ARN16, Eng09, Eng05, Git07, Hay17, Rub11, Rut10, Sle14, Spe13, Wei12]. Ideologe [Kur10]. Ideological [Fav18, Xia14, Zak10]. Ideologies [Haa20]. Ideology [Bit17, Bos04, GD09, McC14, Nut02a, Ram08, Sil04, Soa06].

Igryzysk [Kaz19]. ihre [Kan14, Wil08a]. II

[Bur04, Dei14, Fal05, Gro07, JK07, Koc10, Rog15, Sny03b, Bor12b, BS02, McB15, Pie16, Rob04, Wol13, Cal14, Ham18, Bal08, Bro02a, Clo06, Con07, Fus07, Gav05, Has07, Sch00a, Sha08a]. III [Hat17]. Ike [Bro02b, Wat17]. Ilic [Kul13]. Illegal [Tsy00]. Illusions [Eva00, Gre10]. Ilya [Sav14, Rub02]. im [Akt10, Bis13, Huh20, Kan14, Nue07, Rug16a, Rug17, Sch08, Sul17]. Image [Bac09, Bel02, Kaz09, Sar05a]. Images [Hat09, Lee12]. Imagination [Cha07a, Hal07b, Jon07]. Imagined [Law07, Sak06]. Imagining [Pem16, Sch02b, Sil05]. Imaginings [Tun16]. Imbalance [Jan14, Kim07]. Immelman [McM14]. Immewahr [Kol16]. Immigrants [Lee20].

Immigration [Ver18]. Immunizing [Ing04b]. Impact [AE02, Cri20, Dom07, Duf03, Jar16, Mun10, Que02, Zuk19, Rya08a]. Imperial [Zhu16, Fei05, Ste99]. Imperiale [Mas19b]. Imperialism [Che99, Nin03]. Implications [Cri04]. Importanza [For02]. Imprisoned [Mil14]. Improbable [Zim09]. Inaction [Bor99, McG99]. Inauguration [Hei16]. Incentives [For05]. inchiesta [Dra18]. Incident [Her04a, Sto06, Den06, Pra07]. Including [Fet20]. Incredible [Pra20].

Independence [Giu05, Mac06, Rea06, Ros09, Sob19, Sto11, Rab13, Yor20a]. Index [Kle16]. India [Gan06, Tal11, Che06, Hof06, Mas10b, Que02]. Indian [Che20]. Indies [Jon03]. Indies/Indonesia [Jon03]. indische [Mas19b].

Indochina [Jon14, Lut06, Vu19, Wan17]. Indonesia [Gar01a, Gar04a, Jon03, Jon04, Bod08]. Indonesian [Eas10, Gar02, Jon03]. Industrial [Gho00, Pra15a, Pra15b, Usd09]. Industrial-Scale [Usd09]. Industries [HP17]. Industry [Ber01, Fal05]. Inernal [Kra99a].

Institutions [Lar02, Pét13, GB10, SiI99]. instrument [Kaž19].
Instrumental [Dob10a]. Insurrection [Law12]. Integration [But05, Gíl00, Lew12, Sar16, Ser13, Ser01, Uel20]. Intellectual [Fin04, Gòlo03, Krok08, Lú04, Whi02b]. Intellectuals [Buc17, Eck07a, Eng08, Gíl06, Lás07, Tol03]. Intellectuels [Mar16]. Intelligence [Aft13, Ald08, Alp09, Avo04, Goo15, Goo17, Gun15, Haf08c, HK09, Hol09, Kel02, Kís06, Kna02, Lit11b, Mad13, Mas09, Mat04a, Nor10, Pec13a, Pud12, Ric09, Ric15, Rís15, Rus05, SM12, Tro16b, Žuk19, Kní20, Gal16a, Geo13, Jer16a, Low06]. Intelligence-Gathering [Mad13]. Intelligentsia [McM12b, Rub10]. Interaction [Eng20a, Li18]. Interactions [Ing17, Mag14b]. Interdependence [Dre15, Jer00, Mid00, Ban06, Doc05]. Interdipendenza [Nut10, Nut11]. Interdoc [Fou14]. Interest [Pud12, Raj14]. Interests [Fav18, Kou17, Mei15]. Interfering [Njo02]. Intergovernmentalist [Gíl00]. Interloper [Gre20]. Internal [Kra99b, Kra99c, yL09]. Internal-External [Kra99c]. International [Alk05, Aló05, And20, Ber20, Bia15, Bhu14, Bór05a, Cöh06, Cra03, Cro15, Dei13, Die01, Die07, Dób10b, Dom07, Dra10, Elm01, Eva13, Gar13, GD99, Hau07, Hel07, HF14, Hop03, Hur05, Hur10, HT19, Joh05, Joh13a, Joh20b, Kap20, Kuk11, Lúi10, Lú14, Mar13a, Mar15, Mat10b, McM05, McM10, Mid11, Ols18, Onu14, QML16, Ric04, Sas14a, Sny03b, Sob19, Ste05, Sto08, We100, Wíd05, Woh99, Xia08a, Xia08c, Yor17a, Mat15, Dra09, Mac19, McK15a]. Internationale [Fou14]. Internationalism [Gil18, Nic12, Ped19, Sch02b, Sob19]. Internazionali [Rom17]. Interpretation [Guo10, Zin11]. Interpretations [Ber13]. Interpreting [Nei00]. Interpretive [Tay19]. Interrogation [Stu19]. Intervention [Ash10, Bhu15, Fer08, Gun15, Kál09, Lán10, Leb06, Mil13, Ram07, Sob19, Yor15]. Interventionen [Kan14]. Interventionism [Eng02]. Interventions [Dom09]. Interviews [Mit04]. Intimate [Low08]. Intra [Rea11]. Intra-Alliance [Rea11]. Intraglie [Kle16]. Introduction [FAM16, KNS18, Kra03g, Kra03f, Kra06f, Kra08b, Nut02b, TW05, Say17]. Inturist [Zak18]. Invaded [Tur01]. Invasion [Dal00, Mun10]. Inventing [Kru07a, Nor09, Pre11a]. Invention [Bra14, Gos08, Par10]. Investigation [Gar00b]. Investment [Sto08]. Invisible [Bar11a, Ber04b]. Involvement [Dra12a, Gús10, Kób06, QG12, Yor19b]. Involving [Lei18]. ioio [Sny06]. Iran [Key16, Sás14a, Gas13a, Gas19, Gav99, Joh07b, Mar05, Gas06]. Iranian [Lit11b, Val08, Fri18, Joh07b]. Iraq [Lit11b, Sás14a, Dés14, Sás14b, Bel13, Cap14]. Iraqi [Mat15]. Ireland [Whe06]. Irina [Rad14]. Irish [Bis12]. Iron [Kul10, Nie12]. Irony [Ban06, Doc05, Lú04]. Irregular [Kro08]. Irresistible [Zei08]. Irresolute [Weis00]. IRS [Sba05]. Islam [Gue17, Wei04b]. Island [Jac16]. Isolate [Sar05b, Wan17]. Israel [Kli05, Kop16, Pol13, Ste10, Wei04a, Her14, Din18, Pet08]. Israeli [Din04, Din14a, Fré07, Lák11, Quá13, Git20, Hug08, Kób06, She20, Kli02, Wei04a]. Issue [CT03b, GK02, Kra03g, Kra03f]. Issues
Kalten [Mas19b]. Kaltem
Sto06, Ve14b, How14, DeM12]. Movements [Mey11]. Movies [Whi13].
Moynhan [Sur13]. Mozambique [Rei19]. MPLA [Cav19]. Mubarak
[Yos15, Yos15]. Much [Che19]. Möcke [Wil17]. Muddling [Jan08].
Mudhakkarat [Yos15]. Muchenbeck [Lar17, Par16, Whi16, Woo13].
Müller [Bis14, Las19, dL13]. Müller-Enbergs [Las19].
Multilateralization [Wen04]. Munich [Bar03b]. Munitions [Chu09].
Murder [Dra06, Sny09]. Murdering [Nam16]. Murrow [Sch17].
[Ans17, Cal14, Kub20, Pos19, Wey09, Zuhl16, Spr17, Ans17, Ram08]. Muslim
[Joh13a, Woh07]. Mutual [Dra12a, Sza14]. Mutually [Sha18]. My
[Bal05, Fri18, Oli11, Rut12a]. Myanmar [Sza14]. Mysteries [Cla09, Ula99].
Mysterious [Luk01, Zuk19]. Myth
[BJ11, Chu19, Ptk02, Sch11, Szp07b, Spr17]. Mythology
[BJ10, Ptk02]. Myths [Mil20].

nach [Mer13]. nachalo [Odo02].
Nada [Jak16]. Nadia [Val14, Yor17a]. Nagorno [Mel01]. Nahe [Ste20].
Näherungen [Karl14]. Naimark [Fra12]. Name [Mil15b]. Namikas
[Ran02]. Narratives [Asel16, Bar03a, Cea17, Lyn13, Spr17]. Nash [Tho08].
Nassau [Mid00]. Nasser [Ash10, Owe07]. Natasa [Jak16]. Nathan [Kai18].
Nation [Asel16, Kar16, McE03, Nut02a, Sfl02, Sfl05, Don06, Hat10].
National [Bal08, Bla15, Bra06, Bur04, Chi14, Coh08b, Dan16a, Geo13,
Hei16, Kar15b, Kus02, Mar07b, Mic11, Mid11, Moi10, Pol07a, Rob20, Rut10,
Son19, Wei12, Wir13, Tro16b, Hez02]. nationale [Ban07, Mas19b, Sza07].
Nationalism [Bra05, Don15, Hay17, Ing04b, Joh07a, Jon03, Nin03, Spe13,
Tho08, Tum03, Gor03, Wet10]. Nationalist
[Jac16, Par16, Rea06, Tum16, Whi16]. Nations
[Fei10, Gat03, Ken03, Kus03, Lef03, Nes14, Sav14, Sha18, Sny03a, Get15,
Göt08, Hei15, Nag17, Nag18, O'D09]. Nationwide [Bru03]. Natives [Lat14].
NATO [Bis11, Han13, Hul14, Jon06, Laru07a, Lec17, Mas16, Pfa02, Spo12,
Sza07, Val14, Gol20, Hat09, Hat17, Kon12, Mag09, Ole18, Rea11, Uel20,
Wen04, Ada03, Ban07, Joc07, Kap04, Thy14]. NATO-Strategie [Ban07].
Nature [Guo10, Kom18, Kru05, Mor06b, RTYD19]. Naval [Sep01]. Navy
[Dan16a, Fru05, Wir13]. Nazi [Bre08, Din14b, Fin13, Kes07, Mag10, Mar06a,
Mob07, Pol10, Ral11, Wet10, Rob02b, vH09]. nazionale [Gor09]. Nazis
[Bor09, Jol07]. Nazism [Bra16, Ral11]. Near [Kuz19, Gai16]. Necessary
[Yor20a, Coh08a, Pét13]. Negotiations [Lou16, Lüt09, Mau12, RT13].
Nehru [Bla15]. Neighbors [Gal16a, Roz03]. Neither [Ole11]. Nelegal
[Tsy08]. nemzetközi [Vaj20]. Neo [Bis05, Bro02b]. Neo-Atlanticist
[Bro02b]. Neo-Revisionism [Bra05]. Neopatrimonialism [Bri15]. Nerves
[Lei08]. Netherlands [Jon03, Sny13]. Network [Fou14, Fru04]. Networks
[SS14]. Neubeginn [Bis08]. Neue [Nai08a, vD05, Pen18]. Neutral
Neutralism [Wys18]. Neutralität [Bru08]. Neutralizing [Wan17]. Neutrals [ZC16]. Neutralizing [Wan17]. Neutrals [ZC16]. Never [Ass10, Ger13, Kaz09, Moi03, Pre11b]. Nevsky [Sha12]. News [Kel19]. Newspapers [DF07]. Newspeak [Cam05]. Next [Fer15]. Ngo [Ass14]. NGOs [Cho10]. Nguyen [Gar13]. Nh^an [Zin11]. Niall [Hus13]. Nicaragua [HS15, Sto14]. Nicholas [Soa13]. Nicholas [Mar16, Sim14], niezwykle [Joh17]. Nigel [Sas14a]. Nigerian [Wys18]. Nightmare [Sha12]. Nikita [Kip15]. Nineteenth [Spr17]. Nineteenth-Century [Spr17]. Nixon [Cha14, Lin11, Nut10, Nut11, Wir07b, Ass11, Bur05, JLBK17, KW09, Kom14, Tra11, Win17, Cal09, Gar09, Gus10, Key16, Sba05]. Nixon-Era [Wir07b]. Nkrumah [Tel18]. No [Nei10a, Raj14, Suy07, CS07, Den06, Gan06, Pru04]. Noble [How14]. Non [Ben05, Geh05, Jak16, Lan01, Lüt16, Raj14, ŻC16, Bro06]. Non-Aligned [Jak16, Lüt16]. Non-Alignment [Raj14, ŻC16, Geh05]. Non-Belonger [Bro06]. Non-Communist [Lan01]. Non-Use [Ben05]. Nonaligned [God14]. Nonproliferation [FAM16, Nie11]. None [Ris15]. Normal [Ole11]. NORAD [Mas11a]. Nordic [Vil16]. Normality [Pet13]. Normalization [Col06, Xia08a]. Norman [Kas16, vD12, Kra12, Pee16]. Norms [Cra03, Dom07, Eva01]. Norstar [Tal08, Pfa02]. North [Lee06a, Ler06, Mun12, Nie10a, SX14, Smi03, CK11, Dro18, Lan01, Lan20, Ler04, Sza12b, Tay15, Lee12, Wea12]. Northeast [Wol13, Sch13]. Northern [Ris15, JE19, Ing17, Joh03]. Not [Kra99d, Kra99e, Kra99f, Kra03b, Kra03c, Kra03d, Kra03e, Kra04c, Kra04d, Kra04e, Kra05b, Kra05c, Kra05d, Kra05e, Kra06b, Kra06c, Kra06d, Kra06e, Kra07a, Kra07b, Kra07c, Kra07d, Kra08a, Rug11, Rug16a, vD05]. Notebooks [HK09, KLHK14]. Notes [Mag14b]. Notice [Kra00]. novieihei [Mue10]. Note [Fed17]. Novels [Sha08a]. November [Col19, Col07, Pod14]. Novocherkassk [Coo04]. Novyi [Zub14]. NSA [Lon11]. NSC [Lon13a, Lef12]. NSZZ [God11]. Nuclear [Bae02, Bay01, Boz20a, Boz20b, Bur05, Bur17, Cea17, Duk11, Fer07, Gaf14, Gal15, Gly06, Han17, Her16, Her09, JLBK17, Jon08, Jon19, Kno20, Kurl18, Lei18, Mar01, Mas00, Mas08, Mas09, Mat10a, McM12a, Mid00, Nor05, Nor07, Nor10, O'D09, PS20, Pol07a, Que02, Rea11, Rep03, Ros10a, Sar19, Sch01, Sco09, Ste14, Sto15, Usd09, Wei01, You07, Bar11b]. nucleare [Eva09].
Number [Mil15b]. NVA [Ban14]. NVA-Offiziers [Ban14]. Nylon [Shl09].

Obama [Sim14]. Observed [Wei04a]. Observer [Cly13].

Observing [Sie06]. Obsessions [Gun12]. Occupation
[Jo10, Kim16, Kor06, Mar06a, Ray20, Shl13, Sny09, SM12, Wi10, Ess15].
Occupied [Bis04, Nai02]. O’Connell [Hof20]. O’Connor [Haa20].
October [Nei08, Qua14, Yos15, Col19, Haj12, LX14]. Odd [Sha11]. Odyssey [Diz10].

Off [Bar19]. Off-the-Record [Bar19]. Öffentlichkeit [Shl06].
Office [Rob14, God11, Pfl15]. Officer [Gro07, Pac06]. Official
[Cea17, Kna03, Mur04]. Offiziers [Ban14].
Oil [Gas06, She14]. Israel [Din18]. okanom [Tsy08]. Old
[CT03b, Rad07]. O’Connell [Hof20]. O’Connor [Haa20].

October [Nei08, Qua14, Yos15, Col19, Haj12, LX14]. Odd [Sha11]. Odyssey [Diz10].

Off [Bar19]. Off-the-Record [Bar19]. Öffentlichkeit [Shl06].
Office [Rob14, God11, Pfl15]. Officer [Gro07, Pac06]. Official
[Cea17, Kna03, Mur04]. Offiziers [Ban14]. Ogaden [Yor15].

Oil [Gas06, She14]. Israel [Din18]. okanom [Tsy08]. Old
[CT03b, Rad07]. O’Connell [Hof20]. O’Connor [Haa20].

October [Nei08, Qua14, Yos15, Col19, Haj12, LX14]. Odd [Sha11]. Odyssey [Diz10].

Off [Bar19]. Off-the-Record [Bar19]. Öffentlichkeit [Shl06].
Office [Rob14, God11, Pfl15]. Officer [Gro07, Pac06]. Official
[Cea17, Kna03, Mur04]. Offiziers [Ban14]. Ogaden [Yor15].

Oil [Gas06, She14]. Israel [Din18]. okanom [Tsy08]. Old
[CT03b, Rad07]. O’Connell [Hof20]. O’Connor [Haa20].

October [Nei08, Qua14, Yos15, Col19, Haj12, LX14]. Odd [Sha11]. Odyssey [Diz10].

Off [Bar19]. Off-the-Record [Bar19]. Öffentlichkeit [Shl06].
Office [Rob14, God11, Pfl15]. Officer [Gro07, Pac06]. Official
[Cea17, Kna03, Mur04]. Offiziers [Ban14]. Ogaden [Yor15].
[Gre20, Kar15b, Lat14, Lou16, Yor17b]. Petra [McM14]. Petrescu [Mac20b]. Petroleum [Mat15]. Ph’ám [Zin11]. Pham [Sza11]. Phat [Spe13]. Phenomenon [Ris14]. Philanthropy [Lun04]. Philatelic [Mod17]. Philip [Lar17, Par16, Vau15, Whi16, Woo13]. Philippines [Bel13]. Phillip [Hay15b]. Philosopher [Mol16]. Phu [Nor08a]. Physicist [Hay16]. Phythian [Haa20]. Pierre [Vei14a]. Piers [Sar16, Wal17a]. Piety [Yaq02]. Pigs [Bar19]. Pinchot [Sil11, Yor19b]. Pip [GP11]. Pivotal [Kna06]. PLA [Dre05]. Place [Mck15b, Sny07]. Places [Bon05]. Plan [Car99, Sch09, Tal08, CPK05b, Mai05, Tal08, Tra05, Whe06]. Planck [Sac18]. Planes [Hon15]. Planning [Ald07, Dad19, Jon08, Lüt08, Mar02, Sny09, You07]. Planung [Ban07]. Plasmas [How14]. Plastic [Bug15]. Play [Tei11]. Played [Bel11]. Playing [Mar08c]. Plays [Soa09]. Plunder [Mag10]. plus [Rug18]. Plutonium [Nor05]. Poetry [Ket14]. Poets [San16]. Pogrom [Bra04]. Pogromul [Del07]. Point [Cha14, Ler06]. Poisoner [Aft20]. Polan [Kro12]. Poland [Cur07, Jol07, KW07, Kor06, Kor07, Sim16, Szo07a, Dom11, Sny99, Szo10, Szo11, Pol13]. Polar [Pet11b]. Poles [Dou05, Kor06, Pol05, Pol10]. Police [Br04, Fis03, Kap17a, Szo10]. Policies [Buc17, Dob10b, Gan06, Jon19, Kna03, Mar05, Ste05]. Policy [All14, Bal08, Bea06, BJ11, Bis12, Bor99, Bra06, Bro08, Cap14, Che19, Chu07a, Cly01, CPK05a, Din10, Doc08, Don11, Dum20, Eli03, Eng07, FM16, Gar09, Gav99, GJP+19, Her14, Hez02, Hol05a, Jac16, Jen17, Jer11, Joh05, Jon03, Jon04, Kan10, Kau09, Kho10, Kra99b, Kra99a, Kru13, Lak11, Lar10, Lar02, Lar07b, Ler02, Lin11, Lut06, Man13, Mar07b, Mc14, Mc02, Mc06, Mid00, Mor00b, Mor00c, Mur04, Osg04, Os19b, Ros00, Sar05a, Sar19, Say17, SS18b, She20, SX14, Shi13, Sim10, Sim14, Sny09, Son19, Ste10, Ste99, Ste06, St05, Tel18, Tra11, Vai05, Ver18, Wal12b, Wal03, Wet01, Wol13, Yor17b, Zha02, Bla15, Haa20, L16, Mep19, Nic12, Sch19, Bis12, Cal06, Dav12, Dom05, Fel05, Gar00a, Her04a, Kau03, Ser01]. Policy [Smi07, Yaq02]. Polish [JK07, Joh20a, Pac06, Szo07b]. Politburo [Mar06b, DF19]. Politica [Eva09]. Political [Arg04, Cav19, Cea06, Dom15a, Dum17, Eck07a, Eng20b, Gra17, Hat17, He16, Her05, Imm16, Kar15b, Kar14b, Lef12, yL01b, Lib09, Loe10, Mat16a, Mor00b, Mor00c, Nin03, Ru04, Rut06, Sza05, Sny09, Tur01, Wel00]. Politician [Ryd14]. Politicization [Wal17b]. Politicka [Kar15a]. Politics [And05, Bra05, Cal07a, Cal07b, Car17, Che20, Cla01, Cob18, Coh12, Con12, Cur15, Die01, Din18, Dob10b, Dro18, Dun03, Fie03, Fam16, Gas00, Gav99, Geo13, Göt08, GD09, Gue17, Hay03, Hel07, How14, Jac17, Jan08, Joh07d, Jol07, Kir08, Kno20, Kru05, Kus02, Lar02, Law07, Lep04, Lie12, Luk01, Lu10, Mac06, Mad02, Mad07, Mat16b, Mc14, Mcg09, Mee03, Nie11, Por08, Pra99, Qua14, Rab13, Rad06, Ram01, Rea11, Rem08, Ser01, Sha01, Smi07, Sny03b, Sta13, Ste05, Str12, Tha06, Tho08, Tum14, Whi02b, Whi03a,
Repatriation [Shi13]. Repercussions [Kra03a, Kra04b, Kra05a].
Repetition [Eng02]. Replacing [Lan10]. Reply [Ano08j, BL10b, Gad13, Gre11, Luk16, Lit10, Nai12, NLM12, Rad12b].
Reporting [Dan14, Gad13]. Reports [yL09, Yon08]. Repousis [Kap14].
Republican [Boz20a, Boz20b, Pik02, Sha11, Spr17, Sza12a, Lar10, Win17, Bru04, Dal10, Fre01]. Republican [You12b].
Republics [Ber20, Fet20]. Republic [Boz15].
Rescue [Che18]. Research [Eng09]. Resettlement [Sny09]. Reshaping [All14]. Resistance [Ass14, Kra06f, Kri04, Pif15, vDG07, Kna03, McG06, Gor05].
Resisters [Joh03]. Resisting [Rem08]. Resolution [To05]. Resolve [Sny99].
Resolving [Adl03]. Resonanz [Sch08]. Respite [Bal02a, Van02a].
Response [Cog03, Hit03, Kee00, MS08, McG99, Oye14, Ray20, Whi11a].
Responsibilities [Aft02]. Restitution [Mag10, Sny03b]. Restoration [Con07]. Restrains [Car17]. Restructuring [McP19].
Retaliation [Joh08]. Rethinking [Jon08]. Retreat [Joh11a, Rua04]. Retribution [Kor10].
Review [And20, Ser13]. Review [Zhu16, Ada03, Ad03, Aft08, Aft03, Aft13, Aft20, Aki02].
Review [Zhu16, Ada03, Ad03, Aft08, Aft03, Aft13, Aft20, Aki02, Akt10, Ald07, Ald08, Ale04, Ale07, Ale09, Ale10, Ale12, Alk05, Alo05, Alp09, And05, And10, Arg03, Arg04, Arg10, Ar06, Ash10, Ass08, Ass14, Ass15, Ava04, Bae02, Bae09, Bae02, Bae09, Bae10, Ball08, Ball15, Ball05, Bal06, Ban07, Ban14, Bar08, Bar11a, Bar03a, Bar04, Bar03b, Bar11b, Bar07, Bay01, Bea06, Bel09, Bel02, Bel11, Bel13, Ber15, Ber04a, Ber01, Ber04b, Ber07, Bes07, Bis04, Bis08, Bis10, Bis12, Bis13, Bis14, Bli03, Bla05, Bla15, Ble16, Blu15, Boc06, Boc10, Bon07, Bon03, Bor05a, Bor09, Bor12a, Bos04, Bos15, Bos11, Bra14, Bra04, Bra05, Bra16b, Bra02a, Bra02b, Bre08, Bri15, Bro02a, Bro10, Bro11, Bro06, Bro04, Bru01].
Revue [Bru04, Bru05, Bru06, Bru08, Bru09, Bru10, Bru11, Bug15, Buh15, Bur16,
review [DF12, Dav09, Dav07, Dav10, Dav11a, Dav11b, Dav12, DeM12, DeR17, Dei02, Dei07, Dei13, Dei14, Del07, Den06, Der02, Die08, Die01, Die07, Dim08, Din02, Din04, Din07, Din13, Din14a, Din14b, Dit09, Div00, Div01, Diz01, Dob10b, Doc04, Doc05, Doc08, Dom05, Dom15a, Dom20, Dom03, Dom07, Dom08, Dom09, Dom15b, Dom15c, Don05, Dom06, Dom15, Dra08, Dra09, Dra12b, Dre05, Dre13, Dre15, Duk02, Duk10, Duk11, Duk13, Dun20, Eas10, Eck14, Eck07a, Ech19, Eld08, Ell03, Ell09, Elm01, Elm04, Eng07, Eng09, Eng08, Eng20b, Eng02, Ert10a, Ert10b, Eth05, Eva00, Eva07, Eva09, Eva13, Fal05, Far15, Fei10, Fel05, Fer07, Fer15, Fes07, Fie03, Fin04, Fin05, Fin13, Fis03, For19, For02, Fou14, Fre01, Fre07, Fri02]. review [Fri04, Fri05, Fri10, Ga07, Gaf11, Gal07, Gal09, Gal15, Gal16b, Gal06, Gan07, Gan08, Gar00a, Gar01a, Gar02, Gar04a, Gar09, Gar13, Gar04b, Gar01b, Gar00b, Gar10b, Gas06, Gas13b, Gas00, Gat03, Gav05, Ged09, Gel12a, Gen04, Gen17, Geo13, Ger13, Ger14, Gif05, Gil05, Gil06, Git07, Git20, Gle05, Gly06, God14, Gol07, Got10, Gol03, Gol11, Gol12, Goo15, Goo17, Gor01, Gor03, Gor05, Gor09, Gos08, Gra05, Gra13a, Gra12a, Gra13b, Gra07, Gre05b, Gre05a, Gre01, Gre08, Gre10, GP11, Gru10, Gro07, Gro02, Gru07, GB10, Gun12, Gus10, Guz13, Haa05, Haa13, Hao05, Hao13a, Hao08a, Hafo8c, Hafo8b, Hal07a, Hal07b, Ham15, Han13, Har08, Har12b, Har15, Har11, Has07, Hat10, Hat11, Haw07, Hay99, Hay03, Hay06, Hay11]. review [Hay13, Hay15b, Hay15a, Hei16, Hei06, Hel07, Hen09, Her12, Her03a, Her07a, Her07b, Her02, Her04a, Her11b, Her09, Her19, Her05, Her08, Hes02, Hes12, Hes13, Hez02, His13, Hit16, Hix05, Hoc16, Hof20, Hol15, Hol05b, Hol08, Hol10, Hol06, Hor07, Hou16, How14, Hur05, Hur10, Hus00, Hus05, Hus13, Hut01, Hut19, Imm16, Ing04a, Ir02, Ir10, Ir11, Ir14, Jan08, JK07, Jen03, Jen17, Jer00, Jer08, Jer11, Jer13, Jer16b, Joc07, Joh03, Joh07a, Joh11a, Joh05, Joh06, Joh07d, Joh07c, Joh11b, Joh13a, Joh14b, Joh14a, Joh14c, Joh20b, Jol07, Jon06, Jon03, Jon04, Jon07, Jon14, KG11, Kag05, Kal12, Kal14, Kal18, Kan10, Kan12a, Kan12b, Kan14, Kan15, Kap04, Kap14, Kap10, Kar15a, Kar15b, Kar14a, Kar15c, Kar04, Kan02, Kan03, Kan09]. review [Kaz19, Kel02, KW07, Ken13, Ken15, Ken05, Ken03, Ken07, Kes07, Ket14, Kho14, Kim07, Kiu11, Kip03, Kip15, Kir08, Kir09, Kis06, Kle04, Kle08, Kle11, Kle16, Kli02, Kl05, Kna05, Kna02, Kna06, Koc10, Kol15, Kop16, Kor06, Kor07, Kor10, Kos15, Kot17, Kra01, Kra04a, Kra06a, Kra12a, Kre12b, Kri04, Kri05, Kro08, Kro12, Kru07a, Kru08, Kru04a, Kru04b, Kru05, Kru07b,
Kuk11, Kuk13, Kul10, Kul13, Kur05a, Kur14, Kur05b, Kur10, Kur11, Kur15, Kus03, Kuz19, Kuz16, Lai08, Lak11, Lan10, Lar07a, Lar02, Lar07b, Las19, Lat08, Lat14, Lat16b, Lau00, Law01, Law05, Law07, Law08, Law10, Law11, Law12, Lea01, Leb00, Leb03, Leb06, Lee06a, Lee12, Lee06b, Lee17, Lef02, Lef03, Lei08, Lem14, Len12, Ler02, Ler06, Ler15, Lev10a, review [Lev04, Lev07, Lev10b, Lew07, Lew12, yL01a, Li07, yL12, Lib01, Lib07, Lib09, Lie08, Lin11, Lin15, tL16, Lit11a, Lit11b, Liv07, Loc05, Loe10, Lom09, Lou16, Lov10, Low04, Low06, Lub11, Luc02, Luc07, Lun10, Lun04, Lut06, Mac19, Mad09, Mad15, Mad02, Mad04, Mad07, Mad08b, Mad08a, Mag14a, Mag10, Mag14b, Mal15, Man10, Man13, Mar06a, Mar07a, Mar08a, Mar10, Mar07b, Mar08b, Mar01, Mar12, Mar06b, Mar07d, Mar13b, Mar16, Mas11a, Mas19a, Mas00, Mas10a, Mas11b, Mas12, Mas19b, Mat16a, Mat04a, Mat08, Mat10a, Mat04b, Mat16b, Maw08, McA07, McA08, McA14, McD06, McE03, McK15a, McM05, McM10, McM12a, McM14, McM16, McM08, McM11, McM12b, McP19, Mer13, Mey11, Nic08, Midi02, Mill17a, Mill02, Mill01, Mill14, Mill15a, Mill15b]. review [Mill17b, Mill04b, Mill04a, Mill06, Min19, Mit04, Mit07, Moe03, Moe07, Moi01, Moi11, Moi14, Moi15, Mon16, Mor06, Mou02, Mou03, Moy11, Mue05, Mue10, Mur05, Mur04, Mur02, Mur07, Myl12, Myl15, Nai02, Nai04, Nai08b, Nai08a, Nai10a, Nai10b, Nam13, Nat04, Nau04, Neh11, Nei00, Nei07, Nei08, Nei10a, Nei10b, Nei14, Neu11, New07, Nic12, Nie03, Nie08, Nie10a, Nie12, Nie10b, Nin03, Nor08a, Nor00, Nor05, Nor07, Nor08b, Nor09, Nor10, Nor15, Nue05, Nue06, Nue07, Nut02a, Nut10, Nut11, Odo02, Off08, Oli11, Oma14, Osg04, Owe07, Pac06, Paj14, Pai16, Pal05, Pan01, Par10, Par19, Par09, Par13, Par16, Pas03, Pav19, Pec08, Pec13a, Ped07, Pen06, Per04, Pet13, Pet11a, Pet08, Pfa02, Pid02, Pip15, Poc03, Pod14, Pol07a, Pol06]. review [Pol07b, Pol05, Pol10, Pol13, Pon01a, Pon13, Por08, Por09, Pos07, Pow01, Pra07, Pra08b, Pra08a, Pra14, Pra15a, Pra15b, Pra17, Pra20, Pra99, Pra19, Pre11a, Pre11b, Pre17, Pru04, Pud12, Qua04, Qua09, Qua13, Qua14, Que02, Rab13, Rad11, Rad12a, Rad14, Rad15, Rai11, Rak15, Ram07, Ram01, Ram08, Ram11a, Ram11b, Ran12, Ran02, Ran06, Ran10, Ran12, Rea06, Ree16, Rei16, Rem08, Rep03, Rep12, Rey02, Ric07, Ric09, Ric10, Ric15, Ric04, Ric12, Ric08, Ric15, Ris15, Rob08, Rob10, Rog15, Roh17, Rom17, Ros10a, Ros17, Ros00, Ros04, Ros05, Ros10b, Ros06, Ros08, Ros09, Roz11, Rua04, Rub06, Rub10, Rub11, Rug16b, Rug16c, Rug18, Rus04a, Rus05, Rus07, Rus04b, Rut10, Rut12a, Rut12b, Rut06, Rut11, Rya08a, Rya08b, Rya10, Ryd14]. review [Sac07, Sai02, Sak06, Sai06, San16, Sap03, Sar16, Sar05b, Sar11, Sas14a, Sau12, Sav09, Sav14, Sba05, Sch08, Sch10, Sch00a, Sch09, Sch13, Sch02a, Sch19, Sch11, Sch00b, Sch02b, Sch03, Sch05, Sch02c, Sco09, Sco17, Sco17, Sco02, Sep01, Ser01, Sib02, Sha20, Sha07a, Sha11, Sha06, Sha07b, Sha08b, Sha08a, She12a, She14, She07, She12c, She13, Shi06, Shi09, Shi11,Sie06, Sil05, Sil09, Sil04, Sil11, Sim04, Sim14, Sim16, Smi03, Smi07, Smi08, Smi11, Sny03a, Sny03b, Sny06, Sny07, Sny08, Sny09, Sny11, Sny17, Soa09, Soa13, Soa20a, Soa20b, Sok09, Sol13, Son19, Son02, Spa14, Spe18, Spe01, Spe14, Spe15, Spr07, Sta00, Sta13,
Sta07, Ste02, Ste10, Ste20, Ste99, Ste05, Ste08, Sti10, Sto07, Sto11.

review [Sto06, Str12, Str09, SFI11, Stu15, Stu19, Suh08, Sur13, Sza07, Sza10a, Sza10b, Sza11, Sza14, Sze19, Szp07a, Szp09, Taa13, Tal11, Tal99, Tau02, Tay00, Tay19, Tei11, Ter05, Tha06, The15, Thi14, Tho08, Tho11, Tis15, Tofo5, Tofo3, Tom04, Tra02, Tro16a, Tso08, Tsy08, Tum14, Tum16, Tur01, Usd11, Usd16, Vai05, Val08, VA12, Val14, Vám10, Van99, Van02a, Van02b, Vár09, Van15, Ve13, Vei14a, Vei14b, Vit04, Von03, Vu02, Wal12a, Wal12b, Wal07, Wal08, Wan09, Wan16, War06, War08, War01, Wea12, Wea15, WF12, Wei02, Wei04a, Wei04b, Wei12, Wel00, Wel06, Wen09, Wes00, Wet01, Wet09, Wet11a, Wet11b, Whi16, Whi02a, Whi02b, Whi03a, Whi04, Whi06, Whi08b, Whi10, Whi11a, Whi11b, Whi12, Whi14a]. review [Whi14b, Whi15, Whi03b, Wid05, Wei07, Wil02, Wil03, Wil08a, Wil08b, Win07, Win11, Win15, Wir03, Wir06, Wir07a, Wir07b, Wir13, Wis00, Woo12, Woo07, Woo13, Wym03, Wys12, Xia08a, Xia14, Yan08, Yaq02, Yon08, Yor17b, Yor17a, Yor19a, Yor20b, Yos15, You12a, You12b, You13b, Zal04, Zei08, Zha02, Zha09, Zha12a, Zha15, Zhu20, Zie08, Zib09, Zib14, vC13, vD02, vD03, vD05, vD08, vD12, vH09]. Reviewing [Woh99]. Reviews [Sin18, Bis11, Chi14, Gra12b, Rob14, Roz03, Whi13, Yor15]. Revisionism [Ass11, Bis05, Mor12]. Revisionists [Ham15]. Reviews [Git20]. Revisited [Dav10, Mel01, Rad17]. Revisiting [Get15, Mar08c, You13a]. Revival [Eth05]. Revived [Szp14]. Revolt [Dap14, Gar04b], Revolution [Ano08j, Bal05, Bru04, Cap08, DF07, Edw16, Fin05, Ged99, Gif05, Gra07, Iat05, Kei19, Kos15, Kur05b, Law12, Lee06a, Lit11b, Mag14a, Man13, Nei00, Sil05, Sil99, Son02, Tel18, Vui19, Yor18, Ano08j, Guo10, Lui08, Nag17, Nag18, RTYD19, Arg03, Kip03, Nei08, Sch03, Sin16]. Revolutionaries [Eck07a, Gil18]. Revolutionary [And05, Fal20, Har11, Hol06, Kau02, Kru05, Tha06]. Révolutionnaire [CS07]. Revolutions [Rad12a, Rad14, Wil17, Nei10b]. Reyjkavik [Dan15]. RFE / RFE/RL [Kom18]. Rhetoric [McC20, Rin12, Sil04, Tsd05]. Rhetorical [Che08b]. Ri [Den06]. Richard [Dei14, Gal15, Haa13, Kip15, McM14, Nut10, Nut11, Rob20]. Rider [Soa20a]. Rieber [Nai16]. Rift [Kho10]. Right [Cro09, Gil18, Man13]. Right-Wing [Cro09]. Rights [Bel02, Bri13, Cra03, Dra09, Fer11, Haw07, Hor07, Jen17, Nei10b, Nei14, Ros05, Sch19, Soa06, Tho05]. Rimmington [Sha20]. Rina [San16]. Ring [Kho10, Usd09]. Riot [Wal12a]. Riots [tL16]. Risch [Sol13]. Rise [Bai18, Bri13, Čav19, Dei02, Dom05, Eng09, Eng02, Fin05, Gra13b, Joh11b, Kull0, Par12, Pud12, Rad11, Rus04a, Sha18, Wat17, Wei02, Wis00, vC13]. Rising [Cie07, Pol06]. Risk [Col07]. Rivalries [Kra06f, Rus04b]. Rivalry [Sin18, Sni11, Zha12a, Elm04]. Rivals [Luk17]. rivoluzione [Gra07]. RL [Kom18]. Road [Cea09, Jac17, Kac02, Kim07, Mou02, Sch00b, Sto11, Vei14a, Wil00, Žč16]. Robert [Aft03, God14, Ham15, Her17, Kru07b, Mav18, Pra17, Son19, Tro16a,
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